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ÀBSTRÀCT

Ring-bi11ed Gul-1s (Larus delawarensis Ord) breeding at
Dog Lake, Manitoba were almost exclusively terrestrially-
based in their foraging ef fort. Major prey items in lat,e

May to early June were earthworms and grain, and were ob-

tained by foraging behind farm cultivating implements. In-
sects increased in importance as the season progressed, par-

ticularly in females. These were obtained by foraging along

Iakeshore ridges (mayflies) or behind haying implements

(grasshoppers). Birds and mice, obtained from behind haying

implements, comprised the predominant male diet in the lat-
ter part of the season. Behavioral observations and collec-
tions suggested that the larger males could outcompete fe-
males for these relatively valuable prey items. Chick diet
(from late June to late JuIy) closely paralleled that of

adults, especially females. Food appears to be the most

likety factor responsible for the moderate (2-foLd) increase

in numbers of Ring-biIIed GuIIs breeding at Dog Lake over

the past 30 years.

Two hypotheses relating colonial breeding in birds to

their foraging system v¡ere tested in gulls. The Àssembly

Point Hypothesis, which states that colonies function to

help maintain loca1 densities at leve1s adequate to provide

vt



benefits of group foraging, was supported by temporal and

spatial grouping of arrivals and departures and by a demon-

stration of possible group-related benefits of foraging (Io-

caI enhancement) using styrofoam models and live conspecif-

ics. In addition, departure directions were significantly
correlated with wind at intermediat.e velocities while arri-
val directions were not. Wind is postulated to "funnel"
foragers in a uni-directional manner such that adequate for-
ager densities are maintained far from the colony for local
enhancement (or other group benefits) to operate effective-
ly. Alternative predictions from the Information Center Hy-

pothesis, which states that birds can find new food sites by

following others out from the colony, l¡ere not supported due

to a lack of correlation between arrival and departure vec-

tors and colony direction and distance.

Àn optimality model s¡as developed to determine whether

gulls could maximize the rate of energetic intake (C/t)

while foraging behind cultivating implements for earthworms

(g fields) or grain (l field). From the C/t function, ân

optimal time in patch (tp(opt)) was predicted and compared

with actual departure times (tp). Results suggest that
Ring-bi1Ied GuIls are, to some extent, able to evaluate this
cost-benefit function. As the predicted value of tp in-
creased, so did actual tp, though at an increasingly dispro-
portionate rate. There tended to be an inverse relationship
between increasing peaks in tìne G/t function and its rate of

v11



decline with increasing time in patch. It
therefore, that birds experienced greater diff
tecting the decline in intake rate as the e/t
tened out thus causing the delays in departure

magnitude.

seems 1ikely,
iculty in de-

curves flat-
of increasing

The optimality model

at least double that of

model based on a nulI
t imes "

yielded minimum relative benefits of

an alternative, non-optimal foraging

strategy of random patch residence

v111
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The capability of Ring-billed Gurrs (Larus delawarensis

Ord) to adapt to a wide variety of conditions (t,udwig 1974)

underries their increasing numbers across most of North

America in recent years (conover 1983, Blokpoer and Tessier

in prep. ). Ring-bi1led GuII breeding range spans both

coasts and extends north to Great slave Lake (vermeer 1970),

and south to a line extending east from northern California
(conover 1 983, vermeer 1970) . Breeding habitat is usualry
restricted to sparsely vegetated islands, both natural (ver-

meer 1970) and man-made (Conover 1983, Scharf 1981), though

gulls do breed on peninsulas (elokpoel and Fetterolf. 1978).

weir (1983) reported one instance of Ring-bilred Gul1s nest-
ing at a garbage dump near Ottawa, Ontario. Wintering areas

are the coastal regions of eastern (southern 1974) and west-

ern North America (Vermeer 1970).

Concomitant with their widespread breeding range, Ring-

billed GulIs also display a high degree of dietary breadth.

Prey types include aquatic organisms such as fish (f,udwig

1966, Kirkham and Morris 1979) and emergent mayflies (rnsec-

ta: Ephemeroptera) (.¡arvis and Southern 1976, this study).
Terrestrial prey are commonly earthworms (Jarvis and south-

ern 1976, Haymes and Blokpoel 1978, this study), insects

t-
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(gaird 1976, Vermeer 1970, this study), mammals and birds
(nlokpoel and Haymes 1979, Vermeer 1970, Baird 1976, Green-

halgh 1952, this study), and grain (Vermeer 1970, this
study). In addition, Fêfuse is en important food source

during the winter (Burger and Gochfield 1983, Conover 1983).

The feeding studies cited above were based primarily on

data gathered at the colonies through chick regurgitations
and adult pellet analysis. There are surprisingly few de-

tailed descriptions of gul1 foraging behavior on the forag-
ing grounds themselves. This study was designed to examine

this behavior in more detail. À terrestrially-based popui-a-

tion, where observations could readily be made at various

sites at close range, h¡as selected for study. The first ob-

jectives of this study are to describe the prey types eaten

by a particular iniand population of Ring-biIled Gults and

to determine where the prey were obtained. Chapter 1 ad-

dresses these subjects and rel-ates the findings to published

trends in population growth of the species. Subsequent ob-

servations were conducted to permit assessment of particular
aspects of foraging theory of relevance to this population,

as outlined below.

Ring-bi1Ied Gul1s characteristically breed in large,
dense col-onies. Hypotheses of why birds breed colonially
range from anti-predator adaptations (Lack 1968) to effi-
ciency of food-finding (Crook 1965, Lack 1 968). Recent

food-based hypotheses of coloniatity include the Information
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Center Hypothesis (rCH)(ward and Zahavi 1973) and the Àssem-

b1y Point Hypothesis (apH) (evans 1982a). Às the name im-

pIies, the ICH argues that colonies act as information-cen-

ters whereby the knowledge of good feeding sites can be ob-

tained by those lacking such information. Àccording to the

APH, on the other hand, colonially-breeding organisms enjoy

a density-dependent net benefit from grouping on the forag-
ing grounds (.g. Iocal enhancement, Thorpe 1963). Regular

reassemblage at a roost or colony serves to maintain ade-

quate forager densities. A key distinction between these

t$¡o ideas appears to be what animars do after the rejection
of an unsuitable feeding site. The ICH would predict that
birds should return to the colony for new information (wartz

1982). Except for periodic reassembly of the population at
a roost or colony, the APH predicts further dispersal in

search of nevr sites when a current site becomes unsuitabre"

Chapter II is a test of these predictions. As a further
test of the APH, I also examined how and to what degree

Ring-bi1led Gulls use rocar enhancement to locate and evaru-

ate potential food patches.

The efficiency with which organisms obtain energy from

their environment has received considerable attention. Op-

timal Foraging Theory (eyke et aI. 1977 ) encompasses the

idea that animals have evolved so as to maximize an energet-

ic aain function (usually their net rate of energy intake)

subject to certain constraints. Most tests of the Èheory
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thus far have been conducted under very simpre raboratory

conditions and there remains doubt as to whether the theory
has any heuristic varue in the fierd (Morse 1980, zach and

smith 1981, schruter 1981). chapter rrr is a test of an op-

timality moder deveroped in a field situation where gu1ls

were feeding for earthworms and grain exposed behind farm

cultivating implements. The model poses the question of
whether Ring-bilred Gulls can maximize the rate of energetic
intake by feeding at one location for an optimal time before

departing to take up another location closer to the imple-

ment.



CHÀPTER 1. DIET ÀND FORAGING IN RELÀTTON TO
POPULATION SI ZE

TNTRODUCTION

The dramatic increase in Ring-billed Gult (Larus defawar-

ensis) populations in recent years (Conover 1983, Ludwig

1974) tras prompted efforts to determine the extenL of the

change and, more importantly, those factors responsible.

Concern has also been expressed regarding the degree to
which a burgeoning gurl population can affect reproduction

in economicarly important species such as waterfowr (Ander-

son 1965, Odin 1957, Vermeer 1970) and in non-economic but

threatened populations of other coloniar species (Koonz and

Rakowski 1985, Kress et ar. 1983). Gulls are also known to
consume grain (Vermeer 1970, this study) and cause damage to
cherry orchards (gehle 1958, Cottam 1935).

Food appears to be the main factor responsible for 1o-

cal population increases studied to date (Conover 1983, Lud-

wig 1974) though creation of new nesting habiLat by man-made

reservoirs has probably permitted the Iarge scale range ex-
pansion of Ring-bilred Gulls observed in the western united
States (Conover 1983). However, deÈailed analysis of the

relationship between foraging behavior and foods selected in
relation to population trends is lacking for this species.

5-
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The objectives of this portion of the study were to:
(a) document the location of foraging of a particular popu-

Iation of Ring-bi11ed Gulls throughout the breeding season

(pre-egg stage to fledging), (b) determine prey selected,

and (c) relate these findings to current food availability
and population trends in this population, as documented from

the Iiterature.

MATERIÀLS ÀND METHODS

Studv area

The study area surrounded Dog Lake, Manitoba (51o 01'N,

98o29'w) (ri9. 1 ) containing three main Ring-biIled GuIl

colonies with an estimated total of 3500 breeding pairs.

Soils are fairly homogeneous throughout the area (pratt

et al. 1961) while dominant vegetation includes poplar ( po-

pulus spp.), spruce (mostly Picea qlauca), bur oak (ouercus

macrocarpa), and wiIIow (Salix spp.) in the higher areas and

meadow grasses and sedges (Carex spp. ) in the low areas. Ag-

riculturally, the area is relatively poor with a high degree

of stoniness and poor drainage. Less than half of the

available land is utilized for agricultural crops, with most

of the remainder used for cattle grazing. Of the total area

in crop production, about 4O>o is sown to cereal crops, 40eo

tame hay, and 20e" to oi 1 seeds (Man.Dept. Agr ic .

pers.comm. ).



Figure.l. l,fap of southern üanitoba showing the rocation of
L.ake Winnipeg (À) , Lake lta¡ritoba (B) and Oog Lake (C) . Inset
shows the locations of Ring-billed Gurr breeding colonies (D)
on Dog Lake.
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Foraser distribution

The Ring-billed GulI population in this study is almost

excrusively terrestrially-based in its foraging effort and

therefore amenable to det,ailed examination on the foraging
grounds. To assess the relative importance of different
feeding sites during the breeding season (tøay to Jury 1983,

1984), pre-determined transects were driven by vehicre. The

area was partitioned by harves (north/south) and two tran-
sect routes chosen to represent arl possible habitat types
(dumps, of which there were four in the Dog Lake region,
pastures I arable land, marshes, and lake area). These

routes exended out from the colony a maximum linear distance

of 55 km, as previous observations on foraging in this popu-

ration suggested that the usuar maximum range v¡as about 4s

km (see also Baird 1976). Transects were run every 4-S days

with one full day devoted to each member of the pair. A to-
tal of 26 pairs were conducted. I varied direction and de-

parture times as much as possibre to reduce any systematic

bias. upon encountering gulls at a site r recorded habitat
type, number of birds, status (numbers J.oaf ing vs f eeding),

and prey types, âs determined by direct observation of for-
agers.



Prev

To verify observations of prey eaten, I collected 4g

birds in 1984 from flocks represent,ative of each habitat
type' except those foraging on aquatic insects congregating

on vegetation of beach ridges. Gurrs foraging in this area

were too wary to permit correction. rn addition, 13 gulls
that were frying towards the Dog Lake colonies v¡ere corlect-
ed from four compass points (N,srE,w) arong the shore of Dog

Lake. colrections lrere made throughout the season, except

during the rast harf of June when heavy rainfalr and thun-
derstorm activity precruded any cultivating or harvesting

activities for 9 out of 15 days. No gulls vrere corrected on

the fields at that time, and only 2 were obtained en route

to the colonies. collected birds were sexed by internal ex-

amination.

I also entered the colony once every 7 to 12 days and

collected a total of 17 chick regurgitations. These regurgi-
tations, as well as prey types recovered from the proventri-
cul-us and gizzard of collected adults, were preserved in loeo

formalin and later identified to order. r determined the

number, p€r cent freguency of occurrence and per cent volume

for each type. À11 statistical- analyses vrere by chi-square
or Mann-Whitney U test (Conover 1971).
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RESULTS

Foraqer distribution

The number of site-days for guII flocks observed in
various habitats (excluding refuse dumps) is presented in
Table 1, where a site-day is simply the presence of gulls
at a site on a given day with no regard to number. In 1ate

May and early June, all observations of foraging gulls were

made on agricurtural- Ìand¡ €ither behind tirring implements

(where the principar food was worms and grain), or on pas-

tures (rand used for grazing) where yrorms only were avail-
able. As the season progressed (rate June onwards) the pro-
portion of gulrs on agriculturar land decrined steadily.
From rate June through the end of the season r rnârsh and

ridge use increased in response to emergence of aquatic in-
sects. similarly, haying operations began at this time and

gulls responded to prey uncovered by these implements. No

significant differences exist between habitats chosen in
early July vs late Jury but habitat use between other suc-

cessive time periods were different (rast 3 lines of Tabre

1 ) and there were significant differences across habitats
for aIl months combined (x2=1 75.0, df=8, p<0.0001 ) .

There was a significant tendency for patches to be used

during or immediatery following periods of rainfall. Ratio

of use:no use during rainf all v¡as 2324, compared with 3228

during periods >3 days af ter rainf al-l (X2=30.3, df =1 ,

p<0.0001). on three occasions when pastures were used with



Table 1. Number of site-days of
habitats duríng successive time

Habitat

Agricultural land
Pas tures
Cultivated landb

- .chray Iand
Marsh, ridge
Totals
x2
df
P val-ue

May 16-31

Ring-bi 1led
periods in

a_Per cent r-n
boi=cing and
tC,.rttirrg and

31(84)a
6 (16)

June l-15

Gulls foraging in varj-ous terrestrial
L9B3 and 1984.

37(100)
25 .612

I
< 0.0001

brackets.
seeding implements
bailing implements

2t
42

3

32)
64)

4)

June 16-30

66 (100)

34.s00
I

< 0.0001

4 (r2)
11(32)
14 ( 41)

s (Is)
34 (100)

14.000
1

<0.0009

JuIy I-15

usually present.
always present.

B (13)

31(48)
25 (3e)

64 (100)

3.517
2

July 16- 31

1(3)
12 (40)

17 (s7)

30 (100)

>0.1

H
t--
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no rainfall , f.lock sizes vrere very small (30, Z0 and 12

birds respectively) and all birds were loafing at the time

of observation.

In both years, pasture use stopped in the latter part
of June (rabte 1 ). During this period, birds foraging on

pastures became more skittish. whereas in the earry part of

the season r observed frocks freery from my vehicre at close

range (30 m or less), by late June, the whole flock would

take flight at my approach and they arways randed at reast
100 m avray. upflights of the entire flock then occurred re-
peatedly at intervals of less than 1 or 2 min., often for no

apparent reason. Measurements of grass height from four
pastures in late June 1984, gave an average of 30.3+4.6
(S.O.)cm (N=40), about equal to the height of a guIl. Ob-

scured visibility may have rendered the pastures unsuitable
to foraging birds at this time.

On farm land, there vrere usually either many gulls or

no gurrs present. rn contrast, a few gurrs vrere almost aI-
yrays observed at each refuse dump. under these conditions,
the site-day statistic wourd have over-emphasized the rera-
tive importance of refuse as a prey item to the majority of

the popuration and wourd not have been sensitive to differ-
entiar use over the season. To assess the degree of dump

use over the season, the maximum number of gulls observed

during a given month is presented in Table 2. ln 1983, peak

use occurred in May then declined through June and Jury"
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Table 2. Maximum daily number offour major dumps in the vicinity
to colony enclosed in brackets).

Ring-bi1Ied GulIs at
of Dog Lake (distance

Dump

Date
Àshern Vogar
(2s kn) (10km)

Dog Creek
( 14km)

Narrows Tota1s
( 10km)

1983

May

June

JuIy
Àugust
Totals

l_984

May

June

JuIy
August
TotaIs

I82
16s

60

10

4I7

0

1t
2I

9

41

30

40

I1
B

89

n.c.
n. c.
n. c-
n. c.

110

45

6

2

163

1s

3

4

n. c.
22

27

n. c.
n. c.

5

32

65

67

5B

20

210

349

250

77

25

701

BO

8t
B3

29

273

n.c.=no census
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Dump use in 1984 remained stable but relatively unirnportant

throughout the breeding season.

Prey

Table 3 shows frequencies and volumes of the major

groups of prey. rn late May-earry June, earthworms y¡ere the

dominant prey by vorume (61e") totlowed by cereal grains
(32e") for those birds corlected while actualry foraging on

the habitat (rabre 3, corumn 2). These prey vrere mostry ob-

tained from pastures and curtivated land with active impre-

ments present (ploughs and seeders)(rabte 1). Though in-
sects were the most common prey type in the samples, they

represented only 4eo by volume. Insects srere again the most

frequent (77e") prey types in Jury for ground foragers (cor-

umn 3), but mammals constituted the greatest volume

(72e") (column 4) . These were obtained by foraging behind

haying implements (fable 1 ).

Prey types from collections of birds returning to the

colony are al-so presented in Tabre 3 (last 4 corumns). rn-
sects accounted for 95co of the volume in June, dropping to
62e" in Jury. This Jury diet contrasts sharply with that of

Jury fierd-shot birds in which mammals are the predominant

prey by volume (72e") with insects composing only 9eo.

Table 4 shows that in the late May-ear1y June period,

of the small proportion of insects in the diet of birds cor-



Table 3. Prey eaten by Ring-billed Gulls colfected from the foraging grounds
or en route to the colony.

Prey type

Earthworms b

Inaect6

Birds c

Mam¡naIs d

Fish e

Grain

Frogs f

Debris

TotaIs

Number of gulls

May 16 - June 15

(r)
Freq. (t)

Grou¡d foragers

le (73)

20 (7't)

(2',) ( 3)

vol. (c)a rreq. (t)

234. s (61)

ls.4(4)

aÀII volumes in mL.
bt*"tos tIy F. Lumbricidae .

tAl1 s..r.nnah Sparrows (passerculus sa¡dwichensis) .

dall Microtus spp.

July I - 31

17(s4)

6 (23)

26

r7 (77)

3(14)

13 (s9)

4 (rB)

t(s)

3 (14)

4 (18)

22

123.0(32)

eone sample contained perch

fatt 'n"r,. pipiens.

(4)

vol. (t)

11.s(3)

384.4(100)

6r.1(e)

61.1 (e)

488 . s (72)

40.7 (6 )

trace

13.6 (2)

6.8(1)

678.s (100)

June 16 - 30

Flying back to colony

(s)

Freq. (t)

2 (r00)

(6)

Vo1. ($)

(Perca fluviatiLis Mitchill). 4 had Fat-head Minnows (pimapheres promelas Raf.).

July 1 - 3l

(?)

-It"q' ( l )

86.9 (9s)

r. (s0 )

1(so)

2

r0 (9r)

2 (18)

2 ( r-8 )

2 (18)

3 (27)

(8)

vol. ($)

4.6 (s)

trace

91.2(100)

161.3(62

54.6(21

28.6(Lt

Crace

7.8(3)

3 (27)

t1

7. I ( 3)

260.1(100

F
LN



Table 4. Frequency and volr¡¡ne of insect composltion in Ring-billed GuIl diet from
collections.

Order

Odon at a

Coleoptera
Homopte ra
Ort}topte ra

Àcrididae
Ephemeropte ra

Ephemeridae
Di pte ra

( adults )

( Iarvae )

Geophi lomorpha
Unident. Iarvae
tJnident. insect.
parts
Totals
Number of gulls

May 16 - June 15

(r)

Freq. (t)

Ground foragers

(2)

I (40)

vol.a(t) Èreq. (t). vol . (t)

July 1 - 3l

(3)

2.5(J.6)
t(6)
s (2s)
3 (r8)

1(s)
1(s)
2 (10)

s (2s)

7(3s)

2ob

aÀII vol,umes in ml ,
bs.rnple size is derived only

(4 )

June l-6 - 30

Fl-ying back to colony

(s )

Freq. (t)

5 (29) 48.8 (78)

0.6(r)
r.e (3)

s.6(e)

2.s(16)
3.2 (2L)
0. 2 (1)

6.5(42)

0.6(4) B(47)
rs.4 (100)

I'l

(6)

vol-. (t) Freq. (t) vot. ($)

July 1 - 31

(7)

from gulls that consurned insects in TabLe 3.

2 (10o)

(B)

s.6 (e) 1(s0)
62.s(100)

2

2 (20)
r(10)

7 (70)

86.2(r00) r(10)

trace
4.8(3)

I32.3(82)

1.6(r)

21.0(]3)r_(10)

trace
86.2 (100)

Ì0
161.3(r.00)

ts
Oì
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Lected on the ground (tab1e 3), 42eo by volume vrere larvae
(unidentif ied), 21eo larval dipterans, and 16e" adult dipter-
ans and Coleoptera (beetles) respectively. In the July diet,
orthopterans (grasshoppers) predominated (78v" by volume)

followed by Homoptera (9eo). one of the two birds corrected

en route to the corony in rate June had stomach contents

composed of 100e" Ephemeroptera (mayfries) while the other
had all mayflies except for a small volume of unidentifiable
insect parts (table 4, column 6). In the JuIy diet of birds
flying back to the colony, 9râsshoppers predominated (70e"

f reguency, 82>" by vorume) tottowed by adult dipterans (13s").

Overall, collections showed that from late May through

the end of June, birds consumed Coleopterans with the great-

est freguency (36e") though mayflies const,ituted the greatest

volume (85e"). In Ju1y, 9râsshoppers vrere consumed by the

largest number of birds and in the greatest volume (44e" and

81e" respectively).

Frequencies of prey selected were not significantly
different between sexes in the rate May-earry June diet
(Xz=.462, df=2, P>0.05) or for the combined July diets
(X2=5.582, df.=2, P>0.05) (Tab1e 5). During late May-early

June, males had greater volumes of grain and also of earth-
vrorms than females (P<0.01, Mann-whitney u test comparing

actual vorumes of all prey items). For ground foragers in

JuIy (columns 5 - 8), females consumed significantly greater

volumes of insects than males (gl vs Zeo respectively) wittr



Tabl.e 5. Frequency and volriroc of prcy types for collected ma.le and female Ring-
bi 1led GuIls.

Prey type

E a rthworms
I ns ects
Bi rds
Mama.ls
Fi slr

Grain
Frogs
Deb ri s

Tota 1s

Number of gul).s

(r) (?)

Freq. (t) vol.1s)

Ha le

I'lay l-6 - June 15

8(67)
10 (83)

aÀ1I volumes in ml.

Ground foragers

86.t(47) r1(79)
9 .2(5\ 10 (71)

(3) (4)

Freq. (t) vol. (s)

9(7s)

Female

3(25) 3.7(2) 3(2r)
183.2(100)

84.3(46) 8(57)

T2

r46.9 (73)

6.0(3)

(s) (6)

Freq. (8) vol. (t)

Male

JuIy

r3 (72)

3 (l?)
L2 (67 \

3(1?)
1(6)
3 (r7)
3 (r7)

18

40 .2 (20\

14

8.0(4)
201.2 (100)

12 .5 (2)

62.s(10)
487.3(78)

43 .-1 (7 \

trace
L8.7(3)
6.2 ( 1)

624.7[10r)

(7) (8) (e) (r0)
Freq. (t) volP(c) Freq. (c) vol. ($)

Female

4 (r00)

Flying back Lo colony

r(2s)

52.2 (971

Ma le

r (2s)

4

0.s(r)

July

3(7s)
2 (s0)

r.(2s)
l_(25)

r(2s)

1.1(2)
53.8(100)

s.s(6)
54.8(60)
28.3(31)
0.e(1)
1.8(2)

(1r) (r2)
Freq. (B) vot.b(r)

Fema le

7(100) rs6.9(93)

1(r4)
r(r.4)
2 (29)

91.4(r00)

trace
t race
s.L(3)

3(43)

1

6.7 (4)

168.7(100)

F-:
æ.
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mammars and birds comprising t.he bulk of the male diet (to-

tal of 88e") (P<0.01, Mann-Whitney U test comparing actual
volumes of all prey items in columns 6 and 8; Table 5).

Similarly, for birds en route to the colony (columns g

12), mares consumed a significantry greater vorume of birds
and mammals than femares (60 and 31eo in maLes vs <1eo for fe-
mares ) whi le 93eo ( by volume ) of the f emare diet v¡as insects
(Mann-t{hitney U test comparing actual volumes of aIl prey

items in columns 1 0 and 12) .

Since insects were an important component of the diet
in Jury, Table 6 presents the insect compositions for each

sex for this period. Forty six percent by frequency and s0%

by vorume of the insect diet in mares collected from the

fields was composed of miscellaneous insect parts. This is
followed by volume percentages of 18 for orthoptera (grassh-

oppers) and 16 for coreoptera. The substantiar insect com-

ponent of the femare diet under t.he same conditions shows

frequencies of 50e" grasshoppers and Homoptera and volumes of

90 and 9eo respectively. For birds returning to the colony,

the high insect component of females was again predominantly

grasshoppers (82e" by voLume) tollowed by dipteran larvae
(14e"). In males flying back to the colony, the sample was

composed of 98eo grasshoppers. overalr, the data show that
grasshoppers were the largest component of both male and fe-
male July diet.s, totarring 47 and 84e" by vorume, respective-
Iy, for aIl collections combined.



3ïìïEou¿,illtìi"jlrilînäîl* or insect composltion in dier or mare and remare Rins-

Order

Odonata
Co leopte ra
Homopte ra
Ortiloptera
Epilemeroptera
Diptera

( adults )

( larvae )

Unident. insect
p arts
Totals
Number of gulls

( 1) (2)

Freq. (r) vo13(s)

Ground foragers

Male

l(8)
4 (3r)
2 (rs)
3 (23)

A-tI VOIUMES
b

5̂amp tc s t- ze

0.6 (6)

1.6(16)
0.e(e)
1.8(18)

(3) (4)

Freq. (t) Vol. (r)

Female

6 (46)

13

ìn

is

r (2s)
2 (s0)
2 (s0)

nL.
derived onJ,y from gulls that consumed insects in Table 5.

Flying back to colony

4.9(s0) 2(so)
9.8(100)

4

trace
4.7 (9)

47 .4 (e0)

(s) (6)

Freq. (t) VoL. (t)

Male

2 (67',)

o.s(1) 1(33)
s2.7(100)

3

(1) (8)

Freq. (t) vol. (r)

Female

s.4(e8)

2 (2e)
1(14)
s (7r)
r ( 14 )

trace
6.3(4)

L2B .2 (82)
Lrace

0.1(2) 1(14)
s.s (100)

7

1 ( 14 ) 21.9 (14)

trace
ls6.3(100)

T!
O
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The sex ratio of collected birds v¡as variable in dif-
ferent habitats. of those birds collected from behind tirl-
ing implements in late May-ear1y June, the mare:female sex

ratio was not significantly different from unity (0.46:0.54)
(X2=0. 1 5, df=1 , P>0.1 ; n=26) . The sex ratio of birds col-
lected directry off a fietd with a harvesting implement, in
contrast, vras significantly different at 0.82:0.19
(maIe:female) (X2=9.91, df=1, p<0.005 ¡ n=22). The ratio of
0.36:0.64 (mare:femare) for birds corrected en route to the

colony yras not significant (X2=0.82, df=1 r p>0.1; n=11).

Overal1, males were larger (5S0.8+45.9 (S.o. )g, (n=33) than

females (+5e.7+60.7 g, (n=26) and may have outcompeted them

for the rerativery valuable prey items (mice and birds)
avairable by aerially searching behind harvesting imple-
ments. rn agreement with this interpretation, alr four fe-
mares that vrere collected from f ierds in July vrere foraging
on the ground. of the two males that vrere arso collected
whiLe on the ground, one weighed 448.1 g, almost 20 g.

lighter than the average femare weight, and its stomach con-

tents were strictly insects. Thus light weight mares may

also have tended to use ground foraging sites rather than

compete for mice and birds. The other male corlected on a
fierd weighed 620 g, considerably heavier than the average

mare weight. This bird had four freshry eaten Microtus spp.

(909" by vorurne), the remains of a f rog Rana pipiens (z>" by

vorume) and a variety of insects (<1e" by vorume). since r
observed gulls capturing mammals only by spotting them from
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the air, it seems J.ikely that this rarge mare was foraging
by flying behind the implement but was corrected whire sub-

sequently loafing on the ground.

chick diets vrere fairry consistent with adurt diets
throughout the rearing period (tabtes s and 7) which rasted
from about mid-June to the end of Jury. Grains present in
June were the same as found in adults during this period.
rnsect remains composed 100s" of the volume in early and rate
Ju1y, only srightry less than found in adurts at that time
(cf Table 5). rnsect composition included 99co Ephemeroptera

(mayflies) in rate June (rabre 8) and they remained the
principal prey through early and late JuIy. Orthoptera
(grasshoppers) made up 26eo of the diet by vorume in early
July and feII to 16eo in late July. chick diets through Jury
more closely follow adult femare than male diets (cf Table

6) though mayfries were overrepresented in chick regurgita-
tions relative to the female diet.
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Tabl-e 7. Diet of Ring-biLled Gull chicks in June to July1983, based on requrgitations at the col_onies.

June 16 - 30 JuIy I - 3l

Prey type8 Frequency(t) vofu¡rd(t) Frequency(t) volume (t)

Earthworms
Insects
Birds
Ha¡nmaIs

Fieh
Grain
Frogs
Debris
TotaI6
Nu¡nber of chlcksb 3

2(67) st.7(?6) 10 (roo) Lo2.o (roo)

1(33) 16.3(24)

68.0 (100) r02.0(t00)
t0

aÀl-L 
volu¡r¡es in mL.

bOrrLy one sample was taken from a given chick-
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Table 8. Composition of insects present in diet of Ring-bil_Ied GuIl
-hicks in June to JuLy 1983, based on requrgitations at the col_onies.

June 16 - 30 JuJ.y I - 31

order Frequency (t) Vol-umelt) Frequency (t) Volume (t)

Odonata

Coleoptera
Ilomoptera
Ort.hoptera
Ephencroptera
Diptera

( adults )

( larvae )

Totals
Number of chicksb 3

r(33) o.s(r)
2 (66) trace

2(20) 1.0 (1)
s(s0) 23.5(231

2(66) sI.s(9e) s(s0) 't3-4(72',)

l(r0) 4.r(4)

52.0(r00) 102.0(r00)
l0

aÀIl volumes in ml.
oorrly one sample was taken from a given chick.
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DI SCUSSTON

Foraser distribution

The observed distribution of foraging gu1ls in this
study indicates a pattern crosery tied to the agriculturar
activities of man. Despite widespread observations of dump

feeding by a variety of species (siury and Mccleary 1983a,

see Burger and Gochfield 1983 for other references) there
has been rittle attempt to rerate the accessibirity of these

sites to breeding birds and their degree of use versus ar-
ternate sources of food (siury and Mccreery 1983b). use of
refuse sites v¡as constant but minimar in this population
(rabre 2) with daily maxima at arl major sites totalling
less than Seo of the estimated breeding popuration for any

given month. This vras not unexpected since arr five refuse

sites serviced a combined human poputation of onry about

1600 (statistics canada 1982). wesoloh er al. (1983) re-
corded no use of dumps by Ring-birled Gu1ls from mid-Àprir
to mid-Ju1y in the Lower Great Lakes, and an increase in
dump use in July and August. Blockpoel and Tessier ( in
prep) reviewed five other studies of Ring-bi1led Gurl diets
in the Great Lakes and st. Lawrence region during the breed-

ing season and in only one of seven locations was garbage

cited as one of the main constituents. rn an Arberta popu-

lation, vermeer (1970) recorded a low incidence of refuse in
May and June diets and a predominance in Ju1y. I have no

data to determine whether a small number of gulls on my
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study area were speciarizíng on refuse feeding (Hunt 1972).

The breeding status of gurrs at dumps was not determined di-
rectly, but I rarely observed individuals in sub-adult plu-
mage, suggesting that they courd have been members of the

breeding population.

Cultivation of fields in late May and early June pro-
vided abundant sources of earthworms and grain at relatively
close distances to the breeding colony (usuarry <40 km).

During periods of rainfarr when fields vrere too wet for til-
lager €ârthworms became available on pastures throughout the

day and were heavily utilized at this time. The reration-
ship between predator behavior, moisture revels and earth-
v¡orm availabiliLy is well established in Herring Gulls (en-

dersson 1970, sibly and Mccleery 1983b) , badgers (t'teles

meles) (Kruuk 1978 ) and foxes (vurpes vulpes) (Macdonald

1980). Macdonard (1980, Fi9. 4) noted a first order rela-
tionship between mean number of worms on the surface and

time since the last rainfalI. About 40 hours forrowing pre-
cipitation there y¡ere essentially no worms on the surface
(and thus available to foragers). This time period corre-
rates well with the drop in pasture use after rainfarl found

in this study. rn contrast, sibl-y and Mccteery (1983b) ob-

served at least some gulls regularly foraging on pastures in
the early morning. since their study was coastal, it may be

that overnight moisture levels were sufficient to bring
vrorms to the suf ace.
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Late June represented a transitional period in avail-
abre foraging habitat. By this time most tilling activities
were finished for the season. Farmers began to cut the

first crop of hay and gulIs followed the haying imprements

and used them as a mechanism for flushing or exposing smarl

birds, rodents and insects. Large aquatic insect hatches

provided an additional food source along lake shores at this
time. This trend became well established in July.

The wide variety of prey items in gull stomachs in this
study confirms what has been found in other Ring-birled Gurr

populations (saird 1976, Jarvis and southern 1976, vermeer

1970) and other species of gulrs, both on this continent
(enderson 1965, Baird 1976, Greenhalgh 1952, pasquier 1977,

snell 1981, Threrrfarr 1968, vermeer 1970), and in Europe

(.g. Harris 1965, Mudge and Ferns 1982, Sibly and McCleery

1983b). The degree of behavioral- flexibiriry that Ring-

bilLed Gulls possess was particurarly werl irrustrated by

their success in foraging behind agriculturar implements and

by abrupt changes in diet as the season progressed (rabre

3). However, the popuration at Dog Lake appears to differ
from some others studied to date in one major respect. pop-

ulations breeding around large freshwater bodies, such as

the Great Lakes, have fish as a significant component of
both the adult and chick diets (Haymes and Blokpoel 1979 |

Kirkham and Morris 1979, Ludwig 1974, Jarvis and southern

1976). only traces of fish were found in stomach contents of
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this study even though the colony is situated very close to
rarge freshv¡ater areas known to contain fish. Both Dog Lake

and Lake Manitoba are fished commerciarly and both lakes
support sizable popurations of fish-eating common Terns
(sterna hirundo), American white pelicans (perecanus eryth-
rorhvnchos), and Double-breasted Cormorants (phalacrocorax

auritius) (noonz and Rakowski 198s). r verified that fish
were not commonry used on my study area by many hours of ob-

servations along and over the nearby lakes. The Dog Lake

Ring-bitled Gurts may have become "1ocar specialists" (r'ox

and Morrow, 1981) as agriculturarly-based foragers. Fox and

Morrow (1981), in regard to herbivorous insect species, de-
fine as rocar specialists "species that, over their entire
geographical ranges, are generarized in the sense of feeding
on a variety of species, but which have more restricted
diets within particular communities." rt may be that the
Lack of complementary data of behavior at the foraging sites
and methods of lumping resurts of stomach anarysis over an

arbitrary time period or even over an entire breeding season
(Anderson 1965), have obscured rocar popuration speciariza-
tions of the sort observed in this study.

Late season differences in stomach contents between

mares and females, and the variation in sex ratios in dif-
ferent habitats at that time, suggest competition between

the sexes. one method that gulls used to obtain prey at
this time vras by aerialry following a haying imprement and
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capturing items that y¡ere flushed (birds) or uncovered

(mice). Gulls also walked on the field picking insects off
the swath. The high leve1s of aggression exhibited by aerial
foragers and the differential size between the sexes prob-

ably prevented females from exploiting this rich food source

made available by the haying implements, at least in the

presence of males. Gulls behind tilling implements were col-
lected while on the ground. Since the prey v¡ere smaII, abun-

dant, and probably not economically defendable, a sex ratio
very close to unity would be expected and did indeed occur

in this context. The latter situation could best be de-

scribed as a scramble strategy with each bird attempting to
consume the maximum number of prey before localized deple-

tion occurred (see Chapter III). Burger (1993) reported dif-
ferential sex ratios in Franklin's GuIls (Larus pipixican)

feeding behind a plough. However, in her study only 6 of 63

birds collected on the field v¡ere actually foraging on the

ground. Hence, the method of colLection largely differed
from this study, rendering comparisons difficult. The July
sample size of birds returning to the colony is insufficient
for meaningful comparison between sexes though the sex ratio
is slightly skewed toward femaLes. Differences in stomach

contents between males and females were distinct, however

(rab1e 5), and reinforce those observed from field foragers,

Chick regurgitations vrere exclusively arthropod with
mayflies as the predominant insect species. As one might ex-
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pect, this diet varied considerably from that reported in
the Great Lakes regions where fish are the principar food

source, particularly in the latter part of the rearing peri-
od (Haymes and Blokpoel 1978, Kirkham and Morris 1g7g). rn

Alberta, vermeer (1970) found arthropods were the dominant

food type in June (50% by volume) but were replaced by ref-
use in July (66e"). Bird remains and rodents accounted for a

further 23e" in the latter month followed by prant material
( 10e") and arthropods ( 1e") . vermeer (1970 ) also reported a

high degree of overrap between the chick and adurt diets, as

s¡as found in my study. chick diets in my study followed the

adult diet of both sexes in June but more crosely resembred

that of the female in JuIy. It is therefore possible that
in thi s part icul-ar populat ion , f emares pray the pr inc ipal
rofe in feeding chicks, at least in the latter part of the

rearing period. An arternative expranaLion, however, is that
my sampling period (1000 1 800 ) may not have corresponded

to the peak activity patterns (conover and Miller 1980) or

chick visitation rates (¡<irkham and Morris 1979) documented

in other populations (conover and Mirler 1990, Kirkham and

Morris 1979), at least for ma1es.

Population leveLs and limitinq factors

Ring-bi11ed Gul1s have undergone increases in numbers

in almost aIi- areas of their breeding range. Ludwig (1974)

reported more than a 100-fold increase of breeding pairs
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from 1930 to 1967 in the Great Lakes. conover (1983), in an

extensive historicar review of the western united states,
estimated a 22-fold increase in breeding individuars. popu-

ration trends in Manitoba are less crear. Bent (1921') com-

mented that in 1913 Ring-birled Gulls yrere common on most

lakes in Manitoba though he gave no specific estimates. The

most extensive survey of colonial waterbirds in Manitoba to
date has been the 1979 survey of Koonz and Rakowski (1985).

They reported that "popurations (of Ring-billed Gulrs) in
Manitoba are considered high and on the rise at present" ,

but no quantitative comparative figures exist (w.¡-t. Koonz

pers.comm.). specific data for Dog Lake is arso sparse but
Moynihan (1956) estimated 4000 birds in 1955. If Moynihan's

figures are acceptabre as a rough estimate, then the Dog

Lake population has approximately doubled in the rast 30

years with an estimated 3500 nests or 7000 individuals pres-

ent during my study.

conover (1983) has outrined three major factors that
could limit guI1 populations: predation, lack of avairabre
breeding habitat, and food. r wirr now discuss these fac-
Èors in relation to the Dog Lake population.

l.Predation pressure. since gurls are now protected un-

der canadian Iaw, few peopre shoot them or disturb their
breeding colonies, a practice that Bent (1921) thought was

responsible for their decline in the 1800's. Àrso, most ma-

jor coronies are located on smaIl, rocky isrands more than
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0.5 km from the shore, far from the range of mammalian pred-

ators (see Southern et aI. 1982). In 1983, a Dog Lake colo-
ny of approximately 1600 pairs was visited regularly by a

Great-horned ow1 ( gubo virqinianus)(pers.obs.). From three

separate visits r counted a total of 34 freshry decapitated

adults in the colony proper and the remains of three more

adults beneath a tree on one side of the island. This par-

ticular isrand $¡as unusual in being close to the mainrand

(approx. 150 m), was much larger than the other colony is-
lands and had extensive tracts of mature trees and other
vegetation. It was occupied as a result of the flooding of

a nearby traditionally-used reef site during a period of

high water leve1s in the 1970's (n.u. Evans pers. comm.).

The colony suffered complete reproductive failure in 1983

and the island was not reoccupied in 1984, when tracks of

mammalian predators were also noted on the island. In con-

t,rast, gulls breeding on small rocky reefs further out in
Ðog Lake enjoyed high reproductive success and IittIe or no

evidence of predation in either year. It seems likely,
therefore, that predation does not represent a serious,
overarl long-term threat to the Ring-billed GuII population

on Dog Lake.

2. Lack of available breeding habitat. Ludwig (197q)

noted the facirity with which Ring-bi11ed Gurrs abandoned

unsuitabre colony sites between years and thus maintained

high reproductive ratesi a strategy he interpreted as an ad-
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aptation to unstable water levels. The change in colony 1o-

cation noted in the previous section attests to this capa-

bility in Dog Lake gurrs. Às new and better breeding habi-
tat becomes available or o1d sites become unsuitable, Ring-

bilred Gulls are evidentry abre to change sites and thereby

adapt to changing conditions. À survey of possibre breeding

habitat within severar kilometers of present colonies re-
veared three similar isrands, one of which was occupied by

approximately 50 Common Terns and 30 Ring-bi11ed GuI1s.

Hence, there appears to be adeguate breeding habitat on Dog

Lake. rn addition, gulls at the three main colonies occu-

pied less than 90e" of the availabre area on each island thus

strengthening the argument against habitat limitation.

3.Food. Recent studies of population trends in gulls
indicate that greater food availability is responsible for
population increases in North Àmerica (conover 1983, Ludwig

1974). For inrand-breeding populations that are terrestri-
a1ly-based in their foraging effort, increasing human popu-

lations with concomitantly greater amounts of refuse and

greater agricultural exproitation have provided much of this
expanded food base (Conover 1983). Àt Dog Lake, only the use

of agricultural rand appears to successfurly exprain the re-
cent increases in the Ring-birred Gurl popuration. patterns

of land use for Manitoba indicate a 21eo increase in total
area of crop production for the period 1951 1981 (ttan.

Dept. Agric. Handbook 1983), Similarly, the amount of tame
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hay production has increased 68c" whire summer farrow acreage

has declined 41e". The increases in total agricultural pro-

duction area mean that more land is creared and cultivated
in early spring for seeding to crops, thus expanding earth-
worm and grain foods. The decline in summer farrow area fur-
ther emphasizes this trend as economic conditions force more

intensive use of available growing area. similarly, increas-
es in tame hay production ensure more food later in the sea-

son for chick-rearing and pre-migratory lipogenesis.

As previously mentionedr !€fuse sites in the Dog Lake

area vrere of little importance to this population. However,

use of refuse sites further south during spring migration
may provide a food source at a critical point in the breed-

ing cycle since birds are near the end of their northward

migration and may need to build up or maintain pre-breeding

weights. Arternate food sources may noÈ be avairable earry
in the season. Bent (1921 ) stated that the earliest date

for spring migration in southern Manitoba was 21 Àpril with
a mean of 25 ÀpriI. Figure 2 shows the number of Ring-

billed Gulls present at one of five major dumps in Winnipeg,

Manitoba in early spring (approx 150 km southeast of Dog

Lake). By the first week in Àpril, birds had already begun

arriving and peak numbers were achieved on 4 May in both

years. Winnipeg's population has increased from 176,230 in
1916 (statistics canada 1918) to its present reve] of about

600,000 (Statistics Canada 1982). Presumably the amount of
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Figure 2. Number of
Winnipeg City dr¡np
with permission).

Ring-billed
in 1983 and

Gulls reported at one
1984 (R.t't. Evans, used
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refuse has been proportional to this increase.
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TiIIing ac-

tivities at Dog Lake do not usuarry become general before

the first or second week in May. Hence, the presence of a

predictable food source at dumps relatively crose to and

near the migratory route to the corony, Fây have permitted

birds to migrate north earrier, remain in good physiological
breeding condition and track the availabiJ.ity of other food

sources (ie. agricurtural activities) with greater preci-
sion. comparison of first arrivar dates for the Àrberta
Ring-birled GuI1 popuration shows simirar results. Bent

(1921 ) praced the earliest arrival date at 9 May for north-
ern Àlberta while vermeer's (1970) earliest arrival dates at
a dump in Edmonton (approx. 35 km from his corony site) for
1964 1967 are 29,30 and 28 March, and 2 Àpril respective-
ry. Hence, that population may arso utilize predictabre
refuse sites as

season.

convenient stopovers early in the breeding

The date of first laying may arso be taken as an indi-
cator of the hearth of a population (see Baird 1976, p.16).
The data of Bent (1921) are again the only source avairabre
for comparison. He gave 17 records of egg dates between 4 to
23 June for saskatchewan and Manitoba. on 10 May, 1993 the

author and R.M. Evans counted 39 nests with eggs present (23

1-egg, 4 Z-egg,2 3-egg clutches) at one colony on Dog Lake.

Peak raying occurred between 25 May and 7 June. observa-

tions in 1984 revealed that most nests had eggs present by
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15 May with peak laying from 21 to 26 May. Data for both
years are considerabry advanced over those previously re*
ported. The date of first raying in Àrberta populations is
about 7 to 1 0 days further ahead than in Manitoba (vermeer

1970). This is not surprising sincer âs previousry men-

tioned, this population arrives in the general area of the

colony by about late March whire the Manitoba population
only arrives in winnipeg (approx 150 km south of the study

area) in early ÀpriJ-.

rn summary, it appears that the moderate (2-fold) in-
crease in the Dog Lake Ring-bitred population in the past 30

years can be attributed to an increase in food made avair-
abre by agricultural practices. rn addition, the abundance

of food from refuse sites south of the breeding grounds may

have permitted gulls to migrate earl-ier in the spring and

to better track avairabirity of alternate prey types as in-
dicated by the degree of agricultural activities. As more

land is cleared and put into production one wourd predict
further increases , pârticularly in those populations such

as at Dog Lake, that are terrestrially-based in their forag-
ing ef forts.



CHÀPTER 2. RING-BILLED GULL ÀRRIVAL ÀND
DEPÀRTURE CHARÀCTERI STI CS

I NTRODUCTI ON

Possible food-related benefits of coloniality have re-
ceived considerable attention. The first hypothesis to gen-

erate widespread interest vras probabry that of ward and za-

havi (1973) whose information center hypothesis (rcH)

proposed that unsuccessful foragers could derive knowledge

of profitable feeding sites by folrowing previousry success-

ful foragers as they departed a central prace such as a cor-
ony or communal- roost. However, a concrusive test of the

hypothesis has proven difficult and results so far are equi-
vocar (Bayer 1982). Evans (1982a) has suggested that colo-
nies act as "Assembly Points" "where dispersed foragers can

reunite for purposes of subsequent group feeding activi-
ties." while not precluding the operation of an rcH, this
hypothesis was proposed as a possible arternative exprana-

tion for the evorution of coloniatity in birds. The overal-l

objective of this part of my study vras to discriminate be-

tween these two hypotheses by examining a colony of Ring-

billed Gurrs (Larus delawarensis) that are terrestrial in
their foraging habits. Previous tests of the Àssembly point

model are racking though Evans (1982b) and Evans and welham

(1986) provided evidence consistent with its predictions.

38
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Most tests of the possibre food-related benefits of
coloniality were concerned with measuring patterns of dis-
persar from the colony site. However, as wartz (1982) has

demonstrated on theoreticar grounds, a criticar component of
the foraging system concerns the behavior of birds after the
rejection of such a patch. For example, under the rcH, birds
reaving an unsuitabre patch wourd be predicted to return to
the corony for new information. The Àssembry point hypothe-

sis (apH), on the other hand, predicts further dispersal in
search of new patches regardless of distance, ât l-east until
the usual time (eg. evening) when the foragers reassemble at
the colony site.

The APH arso assumes the presence of some benefit of
grouping whire foraging; the ICH permits but does not re-
quire such group-rerated benefits (ward and zahaví 1973).

Anti-predator adaptations may be one such advantage (nand

1954). Howeverr âs recent evidence indicates, rocal en-

hancement is probabry one of the most widespread group-re-
rated benefits in both single (nrebs 1974, Ànderson et aI
1981) and mixed species flocks (Kushlan 1977, caldwe11 1991,

Porter 1983). waite (1981) has demonstrated that rocal en-

hancement can occur on both a "coarse" and "fine-grained"
revel depending on whether a potential forager is attracted
to a field or to specific areas in that fierd, respectivery.
Demonstrating the existence of loca1 enhancement or some

equivarent group benefit at the food site is therefore an

important aspect of any test of the ApH.
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To help discriminate between the ICH and ApH, I

examined arrival and departure characteristics of foragers

in relation to food patches and the influence of wind as a

possible mediator of departure direction (Evans and welham

1986). Failure to show any systematic departure trend from

depleted sites back to the colony would provide evidence

contrary to the ICH. In addition, I used styrofoam models,

and the presence and feeding behavior of live conspecifics,
to document "coarse-grained" IocaI enhancement and determine

possible cues that may be used to assess patch quality. Àn

absence of local enhancement or other group-related foraging
benefit, and/or a tendency for birds leaving a depleted

patch to go primarily towards the colony, would provide evi-
dence contrary to the APH.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Directions and timinq of arrivals and departures at foraqinq
sites

I examined the directions and times of arrivals and de-

partures at terrestrial foraging sites (fields) from ttay to
July in 1983 and 1984 in the vicinity of Dog Lake, Manitoba

(see Chapter 1). A 360o circle around each field was divid-
ed into eight equal sectors (N,tiWrW,SW,S,SErErNE). OnIy

fields that provided a complete unobstructed view of all ar-
rivars and departures vrere included. wind direction was re-
corded by sector at the beginning and end of each observa-

tion period, In 1984, I determined wind velocity using a
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hand-held anemometer (tønr-5500, Le Naturariste, Rimouski,
guebec), whereas in 1983 veLocity was estimated by per hour

averages calculated from three weather stations within 108

km of the study area (100 km W, 108 km SE, 108 km NE). I

used my 1984 wind velocity estimates to verify that the
weather station data yrere representative of conditions on

the study area.

Ànalysis was by time period (morning: dawn to 1100 hri
mid-day: 1101 to 1700 hr; evening: 1701 hr to dark). The

timing of departures was tested for randomness against a

Poisson distribution. To examine arrival and departure di-
rections, r used the length of the mean vector, r (gatcheret
'1981 :31) , carcurated f or all f ields separatery. chi-square
statistics l¡ere used to further test whether birds had a
significant tendency to arrive from or depart to the corony

sector. Expected values for this test were derived by divid-
ing a 360" arc into I equal sectors and assuming a 1/B

chance of birds arriving from or departing to the colony

sector. Hence there was a 7/8 chance of a bird being counted

in t,he remaining sectors if departures were random. Ray-

reigh tests (satcheret 1981) vrere then used for testing
against randomness. Circular correlations with wind were

also carcurated (gatchelet 1 981 :1 90). wind anarysis used

axiar data, a procedure whereby alr angres are doubled, then

reduced modulo 360o (see Batchel-et 1981221 for details)"
Axiar data analysis is appropriate whenever a biologicalry
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meaningful response can occur in either of tr+o opposite di-
rections (upwind or downwind in this case).

Local enhancement

To test the hypothesis that foragers use the presence

of other foragers on the fierd as a cue when settring at a

food patch ( ie. local enhancement ) , r set out zs styrofoam
gulJ- models. Moders vrere made by pouring liquid styrof oam

components into a plaster of paris mord that had been formed

around life-sized clay modeLs of a feeding and roafing Ring-

billed GuIl. For a test, models were distributed in a set
pattern (rig. 3) between 23 May and 12 June 1984, ât four
dif f erent distances (4, 11 , 14, and 2q km) f rom the coJ-ony.

The procedure followed is outl-ined in Table g. Each roca-

tion selected was a tilled field that I was certain had no

birds on it for at least 2 days prior to the experiment.

Models were then set out (experimentar period)(see Table 9)

and observations begun. Data vrere gathered continually and

taburated by the minute. For the experimentar periods, I

recorded the number of birds flying over the fierd, the num-

ber flying over the moders (no perceptibre response), and

the number circling and/ot landing at the moder-s. For the

contror periods (tabIe 9), r simpry recorded the number of
birds frying over the field and the number that circled or
Ianded on the fie1d.
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figure 3. Distribution pattern
Sol-id arrows represent feeding
broken arro\,{s represent loafing
The head of an arroh/ indicates
was facing.

of Ring-bilIed GuIl models.
postures (n=19 model-s ) ,postures (n=6 models).
the direction the model
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Table 9. Timing
(experimentals )

days

(hr) of tests with gull modeÌs present
and absent (controls).

I and III

II and IV

experimentals

0700 - 0800

1030 - 1130

0815 - 1015

control s

0815 - 1015

0700 - 0800

1030 - 1'1 30

È
,N
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Detailed observations of foraging behavior on fierds
having differenÈ forager densities were gathered in 1984 to
further assess the local enhancement hypothesis. In 1983, I
had observed two fields, about I km from the colony and .5
km apart, that had substantiar differences in frock sizes
( <1 0 versus >1 00 ) . I therefore made arrangements in 1984

for both fields to be tilled on different days in as short a

period as possibre (one day for each fierd). rt v¡as assumed

that foragers attracted to the better feeding site wourd ex-
perience higher feeding rates and thereby exhibit ress of a

tendency to depart, which would also result in an increasing
frock size. comparable data vlere gathered at approximatery

the same time each day (1300 hr) and for equar duration. I

recorded peck rates, time spent feeding and not feeding, and

flight times of randomly selected focal birds (Artmann

1974), arrival-s and departures, and flock size at the end of
the sampling period.

RESULTS

Directions and timinq of arrivals and departures at foraqinq
sites
Fig. 4 and 5 show frequency distributions and chi-squared
values of observed and expected (if random) distributions of

the numbers of Ring-bi1led Gul1s arriving at and departing
from fierds at three times of the day. rn all cases, arri-
vars and depart,ures were significantly different from ran-
dom, with differences being as expected where clumping
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Figure 4. Frequency distributions of trre number of ninuteswith 0, L, 2, - - - arrivals of Ring-biJ-red gurls at terrestriar-
f99gi"g sites for morning (dawn: II00 hrÍ, mid-day (IIOI -1700 hr), and evening (rz0l hr - dark) periods fro-m tt"y toJuly 1983, 1984.
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F+gyrg 5- Frequency distributions of the number of minuteswith 0, 1, 2,..: departures of Ring-bi1l_ed gulJ-s at terres-trial feeding sites for mornirg, tnía-a.y .rrã e.r"ning periodsfrom May - JuIy 1983, I9B4 (seã-rig. ¿ åaption).
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(flocks) occurred. Flock size distributions did not differ
significantry between morning and mid-day arrivars
(x2=2.879 , df=2, P=0 .24) , mid-day and evening arrivals
(X2=4.080, df=2, P=0.13), or between morning and mid-day de-

partures (x2=2.012, dt=2, P=0.37). Similarly, morning arri-
vars vs departures and mid-day arrivars vs departures did
not differ significantly (X2=6.832, df=3, p=0.08, and

x2=1 .244¡ df=Z, P=0.54 respectively). only evening arrivars
vs departures and mid-day vs evening departures showed sig-
nif icantly dif f erent patterns of f l-ocking (Xz=12.073, d,f.=Z,

P=0.0024 and X2=10.806, df=Z, P=0.0045, respectively).

Tabre 10 shows significant clumping for most arrivars
and departures during all time periods. only evening depar-

tures showed a significant directional preference for t.he

corony sector (rable 1 1 ) . For morning and mid-day depar-

tures combined, a totar of 16/20 (80e") departure vectors
differed from the corony sector (table 12). Departures to-
ward the colony arso showed no systematic trend with dis-
tance (table 12). These results suggest that some factor
other than colony location r¡as responsible for arrival and

departure directions.

circurar correrations between departure and wind direc-
tions are presented in Tabre 13. Ðepartures from morning

through mid-day are significantry correlated with wind di-
rection while evening departures and all arrivar data are

not.



Table 10. Number of significant Rayleigh tests for randomness of arrival
and departure directions at terrestrial foraging^sites (fields) at dif-
ferent times of the day (May to July 1983, 1984)o.

I"lorning
l4i d- day

Evening
Totals

P<0 . 001

5

5

2

L2

tNotu that in a given time period, each test represents a different day.
b.. 

= .=not significant.

Arrivals

P<0 . 01

0

0

0

0

P<0.05
0

I
0

1

bn.s.
1

2

0

3

P<0 . 00l_

I
9

I
25

Departures

P<0.01_

0

0

0

0

P<0.05
0

0

0

0

n.
0

2

0

2

Ð
S.

È
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Table 11. Chi-square
and departures were
colony direction in
July 1983,1984 (see

tests of the hypothesis that arrival-s
significantly oriented from or to the
terrestrial feeding sites from May to
text).

P

N

value

Arrivals from colony
sector

Morning I'fid-day Evening

tgoth fields in this column had
direction, but sample size was
tistical analysis.

bof=l in all cases.
tFor each time period, N is the
analysi-s.

.95 .s0
>o.o5b >0.05

6cB

Departures to colony
sector

Morning Mid-day Evening

0

>0.05
B

arrivals from the colony
too small to permit sta-

2.19
>0.05

L2

number of days pooled for

41.1-

<0.001
7

(-,-l

o



Table 12. Number of samples for which departure vectorscoincided with colony direction during three time periods,
in relation to distances of feeding sites from colony (see text)

Distance to
colony lkm)

0-5
s.1-10
10 . 1-15
15. 1-20
20 . I-25
25.1-30
30.1-35
35.1-40
Totals

Moa

To colony

Number of departures

I"1d

011
000
123
001
000
000
001
136

al,{o=morningf

ud=mid-day
E=evening

Totals

Not to colony

;
0

6

1

0

0

1

10

Mo Md

12
12
42
10
03
00
00
79

Totals

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

3

3

6

1

4

0

0

I7

ul
F-
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Table 13. Circular correlations between wind andarrival or departure directions at terrestrial
feeding sites from May to JuIy 1983, 1984.

Time of day Statistic Arrivals Departures

l"forning 7.3189 10.6665
58

P >0.136 0.027<P<0.04
3. 3566 10. 8562

5B
P >0.26l- 0.027<P<0.04

[4id-day

Evening 6.3962
5

P > 0.136

NA

P

N

P

N

P

aN equals the number of pairs. Df=4 in alL cases(Batchelet 1981: I7B).
brr,"uf f icient data pairs.
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under high wind conditions, r noticed that birds tended

to depart by "guartering" into the wind ie. departing at
about a 45o angle. Fig. 6 shows that a high percentage of
birds departed either into or with the wind (<zo" of wind

direction) at intermediate wind velocities (11 to zs un/nr)
and that most departures in other directions occurred either
at low (0 to 10 km/nr) or high (>zs kn/l.r) wind velocities.
Evidently wind strength as well as wind direction, is an im-
portant variable influencing departure direction.
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Figure 6. Percent of arl departures (n=16 days) 52o" (stippred)
or )20" (open) from an upwind or downwind direction as a func-tion of wind velocity.
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Local enhancement

significantry more Ring-biLred Gulrs frew over the

fields when conspecifics were present (experimental ¡ 71e"¡

n=206) than when they were absent (control; 29e"ì n=84)

(x2=6.5, df=1, p<0.025). GuIIs during experimental periods

had significantly different arrival and departure directions
than control birds¡ for experimentals, the proportion that
changed direction was 0.33, while the proportion that did
not was 0.67. For control-s, the corresponding proportions
were 0.01 and 0.99 (Xz=16.3, df=1, p<0.001, n=290). No

gulls landed at the site during contror periods. rn con-

trast, during experimental periods, significantly more birds
landed at or circred the moders (146) than flew directly
over the field (61 ) (xz-34.9, df=1, p<0.001, n=207).

Tabre 14 presents comparative data on potential rocal
enhancement cues displayed by foragers on two fields. The

maximum flock size attained on field #1 never exceeded 21

foragers and fluctuated continually. Fierd #2, however¡ €x-
hibited a steady increase in numbers from the beginning to
the end of the observation period, to at reast 79 foragers.
similarry, other factors such as peck rate and time spent

foraging on the ground were higher on fierd #2. Alsor on

fierd #1, r noted that a bird usuarly l-anded to investigate
potential prey. When, after landing, the prey was rejected
(by picking up and dropping) or consumed, the bird usually
stood still and visually scanned its immediate surrounding.



Table t4. Comparative
varying quality.

Field
Þlaximum

aIIOCK S]-ZE

behavior of Ring-billed Gulls on two fields of

aDetermined at the end of
blncludes both birds that
tMuu.., time spent foraging
dobtuir,"d by subtracting

2L

79

Number or ï:Ë3 3::-birds sampled minute

16

23

observation periods.
departed field or flew closer to
before bird took flight or sample

departure rate from arrival rate.

Proportion focal
animal samples
endinq. in a
flishãÞ

.92

4.75

1.0

.35

Mean t S.D.
time spent

?3,8'"""u

49 !34

>88

implement.
ended.

Net arrival
rate. pã.
IILLnUt'e

.17

.67

(.rl
Oì
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My observations indicate that birds on fierd #1 spent 7Be" of
their time on the ground in a standing position; this com-

pares with only 19eo in birds on fietd #2. on the latter
fierd¡ à bird tended to fotLow the same seguence of events

in that, upon landing, prey were rejected or consumed, foI-
lowed immediately by a scanning position. However, within
several seconds, nevr prey yrere usually spotted and the bird
walked over and began the event seguence again. Hence the
two fields generated wide variation in forager behavior and

offered different local enhancement cues to other foragers
as to their suitability.

DT SCUSSION

Directions and
sites

timinq of arrivals and departures at foraqinq

How birds depart a food patch is relevent to discrimi-
nating how (or if) breeding or roosting aggregations can

function to enhance individual feeding success. Àccording

to the information center hypothesis, one might expect most

departures to be in the colony direction. Hence, given that
patches were ephemeral, occasionally superabundant and ex-
isted for srightly more than one day (chapter 1) it is rele-
vent that r observed no systematic departure trend in the

colony direction for morning and mid-day periods. Àrl eve-

ning depart,ures but one were in the colony direction regard-
less of wind. since r never observed gulls terrestrially
foraging at night, evening departures were probabry related
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to other nocturnal activities (such as roosting). From a

previous study (Evans and werham 1986) it is known that de-
partures from the colony did not tend to correrate on suc-
cessive days suggesting that even the evening departures to-
wards the corony vrere not likery related to an information
center function. The data appear to be consistent with the
APH, which predicts dispersal away from depreted food sites
by searching foragers except when birds are reassembring at
the colony.

The lack of significant differences between flock size
distributions of arriving and departing foragers for morning

and mid-day periods at the foraging sites arso rends support
to the ÀPH since foragers would presumabry derive the same

benefits from fl-ocking when departing a food source to
search for anotherr âs they did prior to discovery of the
original site. rf the colony were acting in the context of
an information center, there would be no reason to expect
flocking among birds heading back to a corony of known roca-
tion. one could argue that flock mates wourd be beneficial
to spotting new food sites that may have developed closer to
the colony but this is not a prediction of the rcH. More-

over, ât least one information center model (wartz 1gg2) has

assumed that birds fry directly back to the colony when un-

successful and not in the meandering fashion that $ras char-
acteristic of Ring-bi1Ied Gull foragers departing a food

site (pers.obs. ).
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The significant difference between flock size distribu-
tions for arrivaLs and departures in the evening period sug-

gests that flock departures function in a different context
at this time. As darkness approached, large upflights of
the entire flock from the fierd were common, and Ì{ere usual-
]y forrowed by departures of most, if not aIr, birds. Birds
spent the night either roosting near the corony on Dog Lake

or adjacent portions of Lake Manitoba (pers.obs.).

That wind strength and direction were the major corre-
lates of departure direction during the day has imprications
for the APH. By responding to wind direction, foragers
would, in effect, be funneled into two major departure di-
rections thus increasing forager densities in those portions
of the habitat so that local enhancement or other group for-
aging benefits courd operate effectivery as required by the

APH. This "funner effect" shourd become increasingly impor-

tant as birds move further from the corony (up to 38 km in
t.his case ) since area increases as the sguare of the dis-
tance with a correspondingly greater chance of reduced for-
ager density at these greater distances, unless countered by

some density-maintenance mechanism such as that proposed

here. one might argue that even though the initiar depar-

ture direction was influenced by wind, subsequently birds
changed direction. From protracted observations of individ-
uar departures, r saw no evidence for this. on one occa-

sion, R.M. Evans (pers.comm. ) yras able to track high f orager



densities as gulls moved out from the colony

tional south- easterly manner for a distance
the colony.

1n
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a unidirec-
54 km from

Responses to wind direction and strength courd arso
have implications for the energetic barance of foragers. of
particurar importance are the thermoreguratory and energetic
benefits of wind travel (see Tucker 197s, for a review).
Gulls v¡ere observed to utilize a variety of soaring tech-
niques (Pennycuick 1975) that reduce the costs of locomo-

tion. These possible energetic benefits courd, presumably,

comprement or enhance any benefits arising from improved

food search.

LocaI enhancement

The use of moder birds to test experimentarly for at-
tractions to conspecifics at foraging sites (ie. l-ocar en-

hancement, Thorpe 1963) is being used with increasing fre-
quency. rn ciconiiformes, the attractiveness of a potential
foraging site vras significantry enhanced by the presence of
one or more moders (Krebs 1974, Kushran 1977, caIdwel1
1 981 ). Andersson et ar, ( 1 981 ) demonstrated that Brack-
headed Gulls (Larus ridibundus) were attracted to models and

also groups of rive conspecifics, whose naturar presence at
a food source increased its chances of discovery by search-
ing guI1s. Porter (1981) used carifornia Gull (Larus cari-
fornicus) models in a marine situation. No differences were
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reported in the degree of attractiveness between a singre
model and a rarge group (23 26 moders) but in each condi-
tion, the presence of models attracted significantly more

birds to the model site and for longer periods of time than

occurred during control periods. similarry, the significant
attractiveness of model Ring-bi1Ied GuIls observed in this
study indicates that birds are not just responding to some

externar stimulus (.g. a cultivating implement; see chapter
r ) but that the presence of conspecific models can be at-
tract ive,
patch.

presumably as indicators of a potential food

To a potentiar forager attempting to assess the quarity
of a patch, the behavior exhibited by those already on a

fierd could be an important energy and time-saving cue (cf
Krebs and Davies 1983). Resurts (rable 14) indicate that
the cue provided to a potentiar gurr forager, ât reast in
the initial- stages, may be simply the amount of time that
committed foragers spend on the ground. The presence of
loafing flocks, which commonry form adjacent to the rich
food patches (pers. obs.), could function in a similar man-

ner.

The strong evidence for rocar enhancement in this study

and ersewhere is consistent with the interpretation that
gurls obtain benefits from foraging in groups as assumed by

the APH. colonial breeding, combined with the funnelring
effect of wind at both coJ.ony (Evans and werham 1986) and
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foraging sites (ttris study) can be expected to herp maintain
sufficient forager densities far from the corony for effi-
cient employment of locar enhancement. This comprex of be-
havior appears to constitute an effective overarl foraging
strategy enabring Ring-bilred Gul1s to efficiently exproit
this environment.



CHAPTER 3. A TEST OF ÀN OPTIMÀL FORÀGING MODEL
IN RING-BTLLED GULLS FEEDING BEHIND ÀN IMPLEMENT

INTRODUCTT ON

Optimal foraging theory (Orr) (eyne et aI 1977) has at-
tempted to predict how animars forage under the assumption

that this behavior has been shaped by natural- serection,
subject to certain constraints. when expressed in terms of
an energetic currency (schoener 1971) an animal usually has

been assumed to maximize its fitness by maximizíng its net

rate of energy intake while feeding (Krebs et ar 1983). À

logicar dichotomy in oFT moders, at least t,o date, has been

to separate the decision of which food patch to feed in and

for how long, from which prey items to select and reject
(nrebs et aI 1983). This chapter addresses the first of
these issues. rn particular, r attempt to determine whether

or not Ring-bi11ed GuIls (Larus delawarensis) maximize their
rate of energy intake while foraging for patches of earth-
worms (Lumbricus spp.) exposed by a farm implement.

The gull population in

based in its foraging effort,
ing season (see Chapter 1 ).
(Chapter 1 ), with earthworms

from May through early June.

this study is terrestrially-
at least throughout the breed-

Food types vary seasonally

being the dominant prey type

Àt this time, gulls obtained

-63
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worms pr imar i ry by f eeding behind pJ.oughing and seeding im-

plements on agriculturar land. rn a typicar foraging scen-

ario, the Lractor proceeded in a somewhat circular path

around the periphery of the field, graduarJ.y working into
the center. Gurrs attracted to the field for feeding usual-
ly frew immediately to the implement and landed as close be-

hind it as possibre. As flock sizes increased, in some cas-

es up to several hundred birds ¡ ã dense line of foragers
deveroped in the most recent path of the implement. rndi-
viduars employed a strategy whereby a bird would land behind

the implement, actively feed for a time, then fly again to-
wards the tractor. This cycle was then repeated.

since there are a finite number of worms on the surface

at any given rocation on the fietd, I postulated that deple-
tion effects would resurt in a cumurative intake function
that was decreasing at a monotonic rate, of the form assumed

by charnov' s (197 6, Fig. 2 ) marginal val-ue theorem. r n ad-

dition, since the tractor is in essentially constant motion,

there is necessarily a direct rerationship between the time

spent on the ground and the distance an individuar forager
has to travel to catch up to the imprement. Both conditions
operate together such that for a gull to maximize its rate
of energy intake, an optirnum time on the ground can be pre-
dicted from oFT. rn this study, r first determined the en-

ergy intake of gulrs foraging behind an imprement to verify
the shape of the cumurative food intake function. A model



was then developed from

time that should be spent

parisons were then made

gull foraging behavior.
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OFT to make predictions about the

in a patch before flying on. Com-

between the predictions and actual

MÀTERIÀLS ÀND METHODS

FieId choice

In May 1984, I observed four fields being prepared for
that summer's grain crop. Three fierds (locations 29, 34,

and 37) were being ploughed and one (rocation 10) seeded in
barley (Hordeum distichon). These f ields v¡ere judged suit-
able for detailed analysis since they were (a) roughly rec-
tangular in shape and cleared of al1 stands of trees, (b)

large enough (at least 65 ha.) to permit the implement to
make at least 10 passes around the field with essentiarly
constant circumference time, and (c) had a welI-estabrished
feeding flock (> 100 gulls).

Data collection

When a field was selected, I positioned myself about

one third of the distance down its longest side, sufficient-
ry conceared in peripherar vegetation so as not to disturb
the foraging gurrs. As the tractor passed by my location, r

selected the first guII that landed behind the implement and

conducted a focar animal sampre (Àrtmann 1974) with the aid
of a 15x spotting scope. r was abre of identify the prey,
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whether earthworms or grain, as it vras serected, and could
determine if a peck was successful or unsuccessful. The ob-

servation period ended either when the bird took flight to-
wards the imprement or after 60 s if it did not fry by that
time. r then selected another focal bird from the same ro-
cation and continued to sample under the same criteria.
This process v¡as continued until there v¡ere either no birds
at that location or those that were remaining had stopped

foraging (ie. were onry roafing or preening). preliminary

analysis indicated that 240 s after the implement passed

usually resulted in termination of a sampling bout. Àt the
beginning and end of each observation period r recorded

fÌock size and tractor speed, the ratter by measuring the
time reguired for the tractor to pass two points of known

distance. Àt the end of each observation period, r recorded

the total time required for the tractor to make one complete

circuit of the field.

Earthworm abundance $¡as sampred at the end of each ob-

servation period by walking four 10 m transects, beginning
immediately behind the tractor. one transect vras conducted

in the immediate area of the focar animar sampres, while the

starting points of the others were serected using the esti-
mated dimensions of the fierd (in meters) as coordinates and

choosing coordinate pairs from a random numbers table. The

totaL worm sampre for each location was rightly washed, pad-

ded dry, then weighed and preserved in 10eo formalin. These
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collections were then used to determine the average wet

weight of earthworms on each rocation. Earthworm dry weight

$Ias calcurated by assuming that each worm was composed of
approximately 83eo moisture (French et ar 1957). r multiplied
the estimated dry weight by a varue of .s584 kcar/g dry
weight (cummins and wuychek 1971) to obtain an estimate of
average caloric value per earthworm. caloric values per

grain of barrey yrere calcurated by multiprying a sampre of
known weight from location 10 by 277s kcaL/kg (Anonymous

1977, scott et ar 1976) and dividing by the number of grains
in the sample.

For purposes of analysis and moder development, r as-
sumed that the immediate surroundings of the bird were its
"patch" and that time in the patch started from the instant
the bird randed behind the imprement untir it again departed
in pursuit of the implement. FIight speed was estimated
from frame by frame analysis of I mm movies taken of 67

gulls foraging on four fierds. Fright time, carcurated frorn

fright speed and distance to tractor, was taken from the
time the guII departed the patch until it randed behind the
imprement. one feeding cycle consisted of one bout of feed-
ing plus one flight to the implement.
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Cumulative intake curves

À statistical moder used to fit alr cumurative intake
curves in this paper is the monomolecular growth function
(nichards 1959) which is of the form:

G=o/b(1 _dbtr) (1)

where G is the cumulative intake, a/b determines the
totic vaLue of the function, b the spread of the curve
the time axis, tp is the time spent feeding in the
and e is the base of naturaJ_ logarithms.

asymp-

along

patch,

À11 functions v¡ere fitted using a least squares non-

linear iterative rer.¡eighting procedure emproying the Mar-
quardt algorithm (conway et ar 1970). The procedure itseLf
is written in ÀpL and available in the public ribrary of the
university of Manitoba computing services. This method in-
corporates a weighting factor, derived from Taylor's power

Law (raylor 1 961 ) to estimate the variance at each tp. cal-
culation of the weighting factor vras done by using the in-
verse of the predicted variance at the predicted intake rate
at each tp, ie.

rrJ = t/teÞ/ntpl

where W is the weight, G = equation

derived from Taylor's power Law, is
log plot of the means and variances

rates and Ntp is the sample size at
al 1985, for further details).

(2)

(1). The exponent, -Þ.,

the slope of the double

of the cumulative intake

each tp (see Shostak et
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The fitting procedure involved entering initiaL
estimates of parameters a and b obtained by hand calcura-
tion. Àfter the first iteration the computed values for a

and b were re-entered. This process r¡as continued until
there was no change in residuar variance up to five signifi-
cant digits (usua1ly after 4 6 iterations). Residual

anarysis was then employed to determine the suitabirity of
the fit.

The model

If a gu11 foraging

tractor had passed by had

a particular location after a

monotone decreasing intake rate

at

a

of the form expressed in eq. (1), it would become progres-
sively less worthwhile to forage at that spot. Àt some

point it would seem, intuitively, to be more efficient to
fry after the tractor and thereby regain an initiarly high
intake rate. To this end, very frequent frights shourd be

most effective. There must, however, also be some minimum

time at or near the patch required to randr consume the
prey, and become airborne again without wasting excessive

time in these aspects of the foraging cycIe. It follows that
there should exist an optimal time in patch that maximizes

the rate of energy intake. This relationship, as detaired
in Appendix 1, is of the form:

o/b(1- .'6tt)G/t = tf.tp (3)
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Àwhere tf=time in flight, tp=time in patch,

graphical way of showing this result is i
7. À mathematical solution (detailed in

tained by f irst expressing tf in terms of

and t=tf
L l ust ra ted

Àppendix 2

tp.

+tp.

in

) is

Fig.

ob-

Combining (3) and (4)

pression becomes:

It =2/9.3tp . t.51/9.3

and factoring

(4)

out 11 .3/9.3, the ex-

G/l =

o /b(1 - .-btt ) (s)

it equal to zero

1 1.3/9.3( t p r 4.54/ 1 1.3)

Taking the derivative, 
#, 

and setting
gives the following optimality sol-ution:

0 = btpe -htp * t.sL/11.3be-btr. e-btp - .,

One can then solve for tp

n iques.

using standard

(6)

numerical tech-

To compare the observed optimal sorution vrith alterna-
tive, especially random sorutions (Àronson and Givnish
1983), r employed a simple null hypothesis of random arri-
vals to and departures from locations (patches) within the

most recent cultivated furror+ left when the tractor went

around the fierd once. Patches selected l¡ere then irrespec-
tive of the exact rocation of the tractor at that time.
This strategy of random selection of and departure from
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Figure 7 - À graphical sor-ution of optimar time in patch (tp (opt) .The energ'y intake function, c(tp), i"-in" same for each patch inthe habitat. tf is a function oi tp (insert, and eq. 4). The opti_mar soLution (tp (opt) ) is fgund by constructing the steepest pos-sible line between G (rp) and irs ;".;;;ñnding rf (line 2 in rhisillustration) .
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a bird landing behind

the tractor and foraging in that patch for the duration of
the complete tractor cycle. r therefore calcuÌated the pre-
dicted gain per unit time by using equation (3) and substi-
tuting total circuit time for time in patch (tp). Note arso

that the denominator, t, is no longer equivarent to tf + tp
but simply tp (= totar circuit time). rn fact this approach

wilr tend to err in favor of the nulr hypothesis since the

costs of flying up, expressed in terms of time rost for for-
aging, are not included.

The energy measurement commonly emproyed in tests of
oFT is the net rate of energy intake (t<rebs and Davies 1993)

whereby the energetic cost of foraging is subtracted from

the gain before being expressed as energy per unit time for-
aging. using metabolic estimates from the riterature, of
fright and warking costs in gurrs (Berger et aI. 1970,

Brackenbury 1984, Gessaman 1973, Kendeigh 1970, schmidt-
Nielson 1972, lucker 1970, 1972) , I found that energetic
costs wourd be negrigibre rerative to the gains obtained by

gurrs in this study (a maximum of 12.se" of total energy gain

for a guII feeding in a patch on location 10 for one second

bef ore f lying on. Maximum costs were onry 2.6 to B.1eo on

other fields and would be less for gulls remaining >1 s in
the patch). Energetic costs of foraging were therefore not

incorporated in the analyses.
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RESULTS

Fig. I shows the mean cumulative intake for successive

20 s periods in a given patch (tp) for the four locations.
calcurated calorific varues used in these and arr subseguent

calcurations were .3675 kcar/worm (for locations 29, 34, and

37) and .1371 kcaL/kerner (for rocation 1o). cursory exami-

nation shows that the functions are monotone decreasing and

1ike1y rising to an eventual asymptote. Table 15 contains
the least squares parameter estimates and slope coefficients
of Taylor's Power Law for each curve. Fig. 9 arb show the
resurts of the curve-fitting procedure using equation (1 ).
Location 29 has the greatest rise to asymptote folrowed by

locations 34 and 10. Location 37 has onry a slight decline
in intake rate over the period shown.

Fig. 10 illustrates the expected rerationship between

ç/t, or food intake rate, and time spent in patch for the
four locations, carcurated from equation 5. The peak in
each G/t curve defines the predicted optimum tp for that ro-
cation. For locations 29, 34, 10, and 37 , these are 2.g,
4.3, 4.7, and 12.4 s, respectively. From Fig. 1O it is
crear that location 29 had the highest optimal food intake
rate and the sharpest decrine ín c/t varues. rn contrast,
location 37 and 10 had the rowest optimar c/t varues and

show sright declines in G/t values r¡ith increasing time in
patch. The fact that o/t dropped less quickry at 37 than at
10, while optimal e/t v¡as appreciably higher at siÈe 37 , in-
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Figure B. l'lean
patch (tp) for
by eye).

cumulative intake as
locations 37 , 29 , 34,

a function of tinre in
and 10 (curves fitted
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Table L5. Parameter estimates from Taylorrs power
Law and non-Iinear fit.

Parameter

Ipcation a(1s.8.) b(rs.E.)b

37

10

34

29

1.508
1.358
1. 186

1.378

.0s4(f.002)

.024 ( r.001)

.086 (1.004)

.Lt2 (r.007)

.00s (r.001)

.034 (r.003)

.041(r.004)

.091(r.00s)
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Figure 9. Predicted (solid lines) and observed (points)cumuLative gain per 2-second intervaL ;; a function oftiT" in patch (tp) for locations 37 .nã-ro (a) and zgand 34 (b) - predicted curves derived from equation r.(see text).
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Figure 10. G,/t values as a function of time in patch (tp)for each of the four locations. pairs of lowercase lettersdefine the range of tp ttrat would enable a gurl to obtainfood at a rate equal to or greater than sone percentage ofoptimum G/t- The percent of optimum G/t shown are, .=]95t,b=.90t, c=.85t, d=.80t, and e=.75t.
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dicates that there $¡as not arways a simpre direct relation-
ship between peak e/t values and the rate G/E declined as tp
i nc reased .

Frequencies of guI1 departures from patches arong with
the modal crasses and means (+.s.D.) in reration to time

since the tractor passed (tp) are shown in Fig. 11 for alr
four locations. Fig. 12 shows the relationships between the

observed and predicted mean and modal patch residence times.
Predicted optimal tp was always 1ow (Z.B to 12.4 s), and

varied only slightly among patches. Actual tp's Ìrere always

highly variable (rig.tt) and the mean and mode greater than

predicted (rig. 12) . with one exception (mean of rocation
29), actuar mean and modar tp varues were similar to pre-
dicted values in relative rank among rocations (rig. 12) 

"

Fig. 13 is the proportion of birds departing the food

patch that achieved a G/t val-ue as great or greater than a

given percentage of the predicted optima. To derive this
figure, r first determined the range of tp values that wourd

permit a gurl to achieve a c/t as high or higher than a giv-
en percent of the optimum G/t (see Fig. 10). I then calcu-
lated the cumulative percentages of actual departures that
occurred in the respective tp ranges. À steeper srope in
Fig. 13 indicates more bi rds vrere closer to the predicted
tp(opt) value. Locations 37 and 34 exhibit a reasonabre fit
to the predicted departure times, with gOe" of the birds de-
parting so as to achieve 81.5 and 67.Seo or better of the e/t
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Figure 11. Gurr departure frequency from patches in rerationto time since the tractor passed by the pãtch (tp) for eachof four rocations. Horizontal lines indièate the mean timeof departure (dots) t s.D. (calcurated from actual tinres).Vertical arrows indicate the modal cl_ass.
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Figure 12. Comparison of predicted and observed patch
residence times for the four locations. (A) représent
nteans, (r) are the modal classes, while (o) are thepredicted optimal tp. patches are arranged by increa-
sing magnitude of predicted optimum tp ior the four
Iocations.
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Figure l-3. cumurative percent of birds that achieve,il a
given percentage (or better) of optimum G/t for each ofthe four Locations (see text for details).
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optimum respectively. Birds

clearly did much poorer than

modeI.
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at site 10 and especially 29

predicted by the optirnality

Tabre 16 (first line of entry) shows the proportional
difference of o/t val-ues under an optimal strategy over that
of the nuII hypothesis. Differences range from 3.2 to 31.7

fold in favor of the optimal strategy. SimilarIy, using
carculated G/t values for the rast bird to depart a patch

shows differences ranging from 2.0 to 10.1 fotd over the
nurl hypothesis. r also compared expected G/t values for
arr departures on a given fiel-d against the null hypothesis
using a sign test. rn arr cases, calcurated G/t varues from

the nul1 hypothesis were smaller than the actuaL G/L varues
(x2=10 p<0.005 for location 37, x2=18 p<0.001 for rocation
10, x2=13 p<0.001 for rocation 34, x2=30 pco.001 for loca-
tion 29, df=1 in all cases). Àlthough Ring-birled Gul1s did
not forage optimally, they crearly foraged more efficientry
than they would have if serecting their food patches at ran-
dom.
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Tab1e l-6.
and final
l-eave the
of random

G/t ratios for optimal
departure times of the
patch, in rel-ation to
arrj-val and departure

departure times
l-ast bird to

the nuIl hypothesis
times (see text).

Location

Departure tj_me 37 10 )q34

tp (opt)
. _brp rrnal-

Total circuit time (s)c

3.24 3l-. 7

2.5 2.0
793 1l_14

15.9 26.8
l_0 .1_ 5. 3

561 546

a_rn each case, the statistic represents a ratio cal-
culated from G/L for the type of gull indicated
divided by G/L ín a randomly departing bird.

h"cal-culations based on the departure time of the lastbird to leave the patch in pursuit of the tractor.
-The time required for the tractor to complete one
revol-ution of the field.
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DI SCUSS I ON

According to the marginal value theorem (charnov 1976)

a bird should depart a depleting patch r¡hen the capture rate
in the patch farls to that for the habitat at large. Many

tests of this theorem to date have invorved manipurating

travel time between patches and then determining how crosery
patch residence times approach the predicted optimum. For

example, cowie (1977) simulated longer traver times by prac-'

ing lids on food trays within artificial patches that were

either "hard" or "easy" to remove. The Great rits (parus

maior) in his study maximized their net rate of energy in-
take by staying ronger in the patches with increasing travel
times (see Krebs et aI 1983 for further references). other
studies (cook and cockrel]- 1978, Hodges and [.?orf 1981 , Lima

1983, Pyke 1978, t{hitman 1977 ) have shown organisms to de-
part patches before they were totarly depreted when net en-

ergy intake rates had farlen berow the expected net rate for
rhe habirar (sirr 1980 ) .

In contrast to these types of studies where travel and

patch residence times have been treated independentry, opti-
marly foraging gu1ls in the context studied here wourd have

to take account of the fact that travel time vras directry
dependent on time in patch due to the continuous movement of
the tractor. The optimal decision process therefore re-
quired joint assessment of decrining intake rates and stead-
ily increasing travel time between patches. This scenario



is analogous to a diving time problem in which an
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air-
breathing organism that must return to the surface to re-
plenish depreted oxygen stores spends greater and greater

amounts of recovery time on the surface with increasing dive
length (Houston and McNamara 1985). The results of this
study suggest that Ring-bi1Ied Gulls are, to some extent,
able to evaruate this cost-benefit function and depart food

patches under a strategy that increases the rate of energet-
ic intake relative to a random foraging pattern. Moreover,

as the predicted time in patch increased so did the observed

modal time in patch, though at a disproportionatery greater

rate. A similar trend v¡as present f or mean departure times

at three of the four locations. À partial expranation for
the increasingry high varues of observed rerative to pre-
dicted time in patch is provided by Fig. 10, which shows

that larger tp(opt) varues vrere associated with fratter c/t
curves. It seems likely that birds would have experienced

greater difficurty detecting the decline in intake rate as

t]ne G/t curves frattened out, thus causing delays in depar-

ture of increasing magnitude for the sites with rarger
tp(opt) varues. Even for the steepest c/t curve (rocation

29), actual time in patch still exceeded the predicted val-
uêr indicating that the moder employed is in some vray incom-

pleter oE that Ring-bilIed Gul1s, although able to forage

significantry more efficiently than random, are unable to
actualry maximize energy intake under the conditions of this
study.
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Recently, several authors have stressed the importance

of testing alternative non-optimal moders against their op-

timarity counterparts (Aronson and Givnish 1983, Janetos and

col-e 1981, but see arso Houston and McNamara 1984). The

relative efficiency of the foraging strategy actually used

by guIls in this study is illustrated by the fact that even

with the high degree of variabirity present in the data
(rig. 13), all birds stirr achieved at reast double the in-
take rate over the nuIl strategy.
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Àppendix À

The cumulative gain to an organism, G, after feeding in
a patch for time tp, is given by equation (1)(see equation
(1) in text):

G=o/b(1 -.bt') (1)

To express this equation as a rate of gain per unit time
foraging, G must be divided by, in this case, the length of
time a bird forages in a patch, tp, plus the flight time re-
quired to fly to the tractor (tr) before resuming feeding.
This represents one complete feeding cycle. Hence the rate
of gain per feeding cycle is:

G - o/b(1-e-btP) (2)Tl;lF - rf - tp

By letting | = tf + tp on the left hand side of the egua-

tionr H€ have:

G/t =
o/b(1- .-ott) (3)tf.tp

However, ês detailed in Àppendix B below, tf can be ex-
pressed in terms of tp as:

ll =2/9.3 tp . 4.54/9.3
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By substitution:

o/b(1 - fLtt)G/l = (s)
1 1 3/9 3tp. 4 54/9 3

Now, by factoring out 11 .3/9 .3 , rhe expression becomes:

o /b(1 - .-b*t) (6)G/t =
I t3/9.3(tp.4.54/1[3)

Varying the length of tp yierds different rates of gain G/t
values). However there shourd be a certain tp that yields
the highest possible rate. This can be irrustrated by plot-
tíng G/t varues for various tp's (from eguation 4) against
those tp varues. For exampJ.e, a curve may result such as

the one shown in Fig. 14. Hence, the tp corresponding to
the highest c/t value is the optimal time to stay in a patch
(tp(opt) ). In order to find this tp(opt), one must calcu-
late the first derivative of equation 4, and set it equal to
0.

dGldt = btpe-ltt .4 54/l'l 3be 6t? . e-btp - 1 = 0

one can now solve this equation for tp using standard numer-

icaL techniques.
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Figure 14. Hypothetícal G/L curve as a function of patch residence
time (tp) (see Appendix A).



G
=t

o/b(1-.-5tr)

å*ro. ffi9



Appendix B

Calculation of time in fliqht

Total flight time, tftotal, can be expressed as:

tftotal=tf+tt+tl

where tf=time in constant hor

required from takeoff to chf,
from chf and land, and c=tt +

= tf + c (1)

izontal flight (chf), tt=time
t1=time required to decelerate

r1.

Let st and sI = the distances required to reach and de-

celerate from chf for takeoff and landing respectively.
Furthermore, let st + sl = k. Notice that c (above) and k

are assumed to be fixed regardless of tf. Now, the tractor
moves all the time the guIl is in a patch, and covers a dis-
tance of Vttp, where Vt=velocity of the tractor, and tp=time

in patch. The tractor also moves while the gulI is in

flight (tf + c). The sum of these distances is the total
distance moved by the tractor in one cycle, which must equal

the disÈance the gull flies. Hence:

Vttp+Vt(tf+c)=Vgtf+k Q)

and all other

) can be reex-

where Vg = average speed of a gulI at chf,
variables are defined as above. Equation (Z

pressed as:
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Lf.=Vttp+Vtc-kr (3)

From I mm firms and direct measurement, the fotlowing esti-
mates were obtained: Vt=2.0 m/s, c=1.G4 + 1.57 = 3.21 s,

k=1 - 50 + 0.38 = 1 - 88 m' and vg=1 1 .3 n/s. substituting into
(3) gives:

rf = 2/9.3 rp + 4.54/9.3 (4)


